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Spring 2020 Student Evaluations 
 While this semester was undoubtedly one of the most challenging, we are proud that WETCC was able to 

continue progress toward assessment and incorporate automated student semester class evaluations for every student in 

every class.  The participation rate was excellent with over 70 students completing an evaluation of their course.  A first 

for WETCC! 

 Although this process will improve as we progress, the highlights shared tell a good story for WETCC.  Overall, 

the average GPA is strong.  In spite of the circumstances, students greatly value and find quality in our faculty. They also 

expect to do well, feel adequately prepared and enjoy meeting the challenges WETCC curricula brings. 

 As will become obvious from student comments, COVID-19 and the push to on-line classes was an overwhelming 

challenge.  While this document illuminates areas of improvement, overall, WETCC should be proud of its operations, 

especially in meeting the challenges presented by an unexpected pandemic. 

Results Tabulated Include: 
 

Average GPA of respondents   

3.03  

Why did you choose to take this course?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is your expected grade in this course this semester?  

A/A-  48.15%  

B+/B  25.51%  

B-/C+  4.53%  

C/C-  4.94%  

D+/D  3.29%  

D-/F  2.88%  

Unsure  10.7%  

 

Required course  62.55%  

Fit my interests  46.09%  

Have taken other classes with this 
instructor  

7%  

Heard instructor was good  7.41%  

Fit my schedule  13.17%  

Other  3.7%  
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How many times were you absent from this course?  

0  21.81%  

1-2  51.85%  

3-4  18.93%  

5-6  3.7%  

7-8  2.88%  

9+  0.82%  

 

What caused you to miss this class this semester?  
 

NA/I didn't miss any classes.  24.28%  

Sick/Dr. appointment  32.92%  

Caring for someone else who was 
sick  

17.7%  

Family emergency/obligation  22.63%  

Death/Funeral  4.94%  

Needed daycare  7%  

Needed transportation  4.94%  

Worked  7%  

Vacation  1.65%  

Overslept  4.12%  

Did not feel like going  4.53%  

Other  28.81%  

 

Do you feel you had adequate skills or background to complete this course to your satisfaction?  

 
Yes 

86% 

No 14% 
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Including lectures, presentations, and personal study time, approximately how many hours did you spend on 
this course each week?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Our Professors Rock!!! 

 In addition to assessing satisfaction wit the course, students are asked specific questions regarding their professors.  Although 

specific scores and comments are confidential to the professor, the overall average and positive comments from the open comment 

option are listed.  No professor ranked below an average rating of 3 (average) and most fall in the Above-Average to Excellent range. 

NOTE:  The number or lack of specific comments regarding a professor is not reflect of the professor’s quality.  Listed comments 

were drawn from the open comment section of the evaluation and listed only if a professor was identified by name.  MANY positive 

comments referred to instructors without specifically naming them.  Due to data privacy, the instructor’s names have been removed 

from the sampling of comments below: 

She was an amazing Instructor, I learned more than I expected in this class 

She is a awesome teacher and I LOVED this course and think it should be offered every semester or at least once a year. 

I learned so much about college life and what is expected from her, one of the BEST teachers I have ever had.  

She is a really good teacher. WETCC is a good fit for me  

I would like to thank my instructor for the experience that I have encountered here in this class. I brushed off some old skills that I 

have acquired from other institute and have matured them into some very useful talents and skills have will help me for years to come 

with my personal life as well as my career. Thanks again for a great quarter.  

I think she did a wonderful job with the time we had. I looked forward to her class every week and she pushed me to enhance my 

skills I will miss this class.  

I thought he came in with a lot to offer and teach. He did a great job getting us on the ball again.  

They did a great job when transitioning the course to online.  

This Class was great! She really teaches in a way where it just sticks with me. She is an excellent teacher!  

She is a good instructor, WETCC should be proud to have such an overall good person. she is always there if needed and offering 

help and advice. good listener and speaker.  

0-3  31.69%  

4-6  45.27%  

7-9  11.52%  

10-12  6.58%  

13-15  0.41%  

16+  4.53%  
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He was a fun and awesome Instructor to have I learned so much and he was always in such a great mood, it made me feel more 

relaxed in class.  

His teaching style is great and he is a really big help and knows how to detail the work with instructions. He one the best teachers I 

ever met.  

He did a great job of making sure we understood this course. He was available when needed.  

She made this class very entertaining and was on the ball to help you and if you had trouble she was right there helping you 

Highlights From the Open Comment Section: 
 

 Each evaluation offered the student an opportunity to openly comment on the class or anything else he/she wished to bring to 

the attention of WETCC.  Sometimes, reviewing comments and noting the frequency of a concern calls out areas in which we are 

doing well and those that are not.  At other times, a single comment can bring about an A-HA comment and create positive change. 

There is no scientific method to evaluating qualitative comments, but they are extremely valuable none-the-less.  They bring our focus 

back to humanity and the fact that education is a social process.  When students take the opportunity to call out something 

specifically, it often has signficant meaning. 

 The following evaluation is intended to give Leadership insights into how the semester progressed.  More detailed analysis 

and synthesis into the larger assessment and program evaluation will evolve over the coming months. 

Teaching Matters 
 

 The following comments give us insights to teaching strategies that are going well.  These should be shared with all and 

become a consideration for all professors.  As the new dean becomes acclimated, these will be assessed in greater detail. 

Comments 

I loves this class so much gave me time to express my writing skill and learning skills  

I'm not sure, I have anything constructive to mention. I enjoyed the class and I was very chill environment, I had a small class so it 

was a little quiet, but time went fast when working on the projects.  

The instructor offered individuals learn at their own pace and ask questions when uncertainty occurred as individuals  

Instructor went above and beyond to ensure students had a good grasp of materials covered. Took time to adjust when class wasnt 

understanding materials so all students could understand. Hoping to take more classes with this instructor.  

She was an excellent teacher and vary fair made class fun and easy to understand looking at writing in a new way  

I really enjoyed that the Instructor took His/Her Time with each of the Students and went accordingly at their own pace.  

The instructor was very good on explaining and understanding the students point of view.  

He did an excellent job being a huge help and understanding. Supplied all the materials I needed in order to get the information to do 

all of my assignments. At times it felt like I was like one-on-one with my instructor all of the time.  

I loved the class. I loved the instructor. The topics we covered kept me interested in class. Everything that was brought up was very 

interesting hit a couple soft spots to me but kept reeling me in.  
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I like that she kept our grades up to date and was very easy to contact and get a hold of. She was very detailed in her assignments and 

described things to a tee. This was my very first class online at the college and was nervous and she did a great job at easing my 

anxiety. Thank you  

Instructor is always a delight to have. Provides clear understanding and feedback as well as taking the time to answer questions  

I overall had a very easy time with this course. It was easy to work ahead and stay caught up with most assignments already uploaded 

into canvas right away at the start of this course.  

I really enjoyed the Small Classroom setting...It was Easier to Sit through Class and Take notes  

 

How WETCC is Making a Difference in Our Lives 

 Attending college and earing a degree is intended to do more than teach students “what is important” to know for a future 

career or advancement to a higher degree.  It is also to teach students that they matter and that their skills and abilities have an impact 

on the world.  It is important to understand from their perspective how their WETCC experience influences them. 

Comments 

This course was great to take. I taught me a lot about finding and getting prepared for a new career.  

This class was alright, helped me see a couple of things I have missed in high school, the assignments fit my interests, how examples 

were portrayed were fun how some of the class chose to participate in, and I really enjoyed the reading.  

I'm not great at this, but after this class I feel I picked up on useful tips and advice, this class is useful.  

This class is challenging but the instructor is amazing and works with you and encourages you all along the way!  

I wasn't that interested, but I found a lot of the material very interesting actually.  

This course was great and hard at the same time. Thanks for a all your teachings and answering all our questions.  

I thought this was one of my hardest classes and I barely made it but I love this class so much  

Loved getting the opportunity to view different opinions and being able to learn to express our freedom of speech  

I liked how everyone has a different point of view on things.  

I believe, this course is great and very eye opening about self evaluation and self perception, I feel like if someone were to enjoy 

learning about themselves more mentally, with the intention to grow to be a better person, or just be more informed about how their 

and others minds work, than you will absolutely love this class. 

 

I intend on reading my book all over again, when I finish this course, because it is so informative and has application to everyday life, 

that I find invaluable. I absolutely enjoyed this class!  

 

COVID and On-Line Concerns 

 Perhaps the starkest of comments from student this semester, COVID and the impact of on-line coureses had a dramatic 

impact on confidence, persistence and performance.  Although WETCC worked diligently to address needs and create as smooth of a 

transition as possible, it is evident that on-line learning is not preferred by our students.  For the future, the Academic department will 

need to consider improvement in this use of CANVAS, inclding improved pedagogies that create confidence and consistency in 
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course delivery.  WETCC will also need to carefully consider decisions made as the new school year draws closer.  Technology 

concerns and improved teaching practices need to be a focus in preparation. 

Comments 

Course rating is skewed based on shutdown from COVID. This course requires physical applications of skills that simply cannot be 

translated into online easily.  

I enjoyed being in the classroom before the pandemic, I felt very welcomed.  

I am just so sad how Covid took this course away from us students... We were no longer making things but it was like every other 

class paper or writing something.  

 

I picked adequate cuz I still need how to learn how to make lot the stuff I didn't get to do in the in class setting. She is a wonderful 

instructor and knows what she doing. the covid shutdown is what got me. I did however learn from others in the discussions with her. 

she great,  

The SARS-CoVid-2 was a roadblock to what could have been done with this course. In all fairness I will say that these instructors are 

quite good and I sincerely hope they continue to teach at this college. They are an asset.  

I feel I would have done better learning in class with my instructors and class mates. This covid 19 and learning online just threw off 

my whole learning experience.  

I don't agree with what the covid 19 has caused on my learning abilities for this course. I would rather take this course physically 

rather than online.  

Would have been easier as an in person class.  

I think instead of going online class should of just been canceled. i failed all my classes because of this.  

The instructor was very good at her job and helped and knew her material inside out but with the covid and school closure and 

personal issues, I lost my ambition.  

insead of going online could of cancled the semester. going online made me fail.  

It's kind of tough to do a class online. I feel a classroom is a better learning environment for this kind of class, for many questions 

need answering and messages seem to not do justice.  

Taking this class online is far more difficult than I had expected it to be. This is a class that should have been taken on campus. It's 

difficult to get feedback about a certain subject/topic in a timely manner from the instructor due to this being an online class. It's much 

harder to understand the assignments due to me not being able to get an answer to the questions I have when I feel they should be 

answered. I did horrible in this class due to a lot of miscommunication & not having my questions answered.  

I would have enjoyed this class more in person as well rather than online. Harder to self learn online.  

Although this class was also online rather than on campus, it was pretty easy to understand, and the instructor got back to me quick 

every time I messaged and had questions. He is also very understanding.  

Although, I feel like I would have done better if I was in a classroom it was just a little hard at times reading on my own and 

understanding treaty's and what actually happened it can be confusing at times but overall a good course and Instructor was always 

available if I needed help or had any questions. I also would send emails just to let him know I was having issues or not.  

Rating skewed because of COVID shut down. Technology issues presented problems a few times over course  

I didn't learn as much as I should of in this course. that is cuz of the covid19 shutdown.  
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No closure due to the covid  

no more closure due to the covid  

It was hard to figure out and not easy online at all I think in person would have been better  

I found it a lot more challenging taking a class online than I thought it would be  

Maybe if it weren’t online you could explain things a little better or have better instructions on how to use the software, but the in 

class course was very useful and things were explained a lot better i had so much fun in this class while we were on campus.  

covid made me fail.  

Teaching and Learning Suggestions Outside of COVID and On-Line 

 Although the COVID situation was by far the most dramatic, the following comments give us insights into ways to learn 

from our students and continuously improve. Comments should all be taken as offered:  for the purpose of improving.  All courses 

can be improve in some manner.  These comments make it easier to identify prioritties. 

Comments 

Maybe let students choose something to attempt to make on their own, explored their talents in this area.more.  

This was my second class at the college and pretty disappointed in the staffing issues while here.  

In the beginning could be common sense but let all stiudents know that a laptop/computer is required prior to taking this course and 

make sure you let that student know especially getting them help to attain one if one is not readily available.  

I personally loved this class and everything it has to offer for the students taking this class. I had fun learning the new information.  

More class room time to help with the assignments  

have less writing assignments because i have trouble with writing  

The instructor used video from previous semester, sort of made me feel unconnected.  

Some class time to go over what we read would help us under stand what we just went over  

He is so smart... Sometimes too smart for me... His vast knowledge is amazing...  

my only suggestion to him, would be at the beginning starting with a dumb down version and work your way up, so you don't loose 

the interest of the students... Get rid of the book.. Just use your own materials they were better anyways.  

Increased class time  (Mentioned 3 times overall). 

I really enjoyed the class, but having class only once a week did make it a little harder learning a language that's not easy. I'm a night 

student so, I don't think there are too many options on how classes are scheduled.  

Keep discussions open for more than one day (Mentioned 2 times) 

Engage in more general social conversation with class  

Spend a little bit more time in class on learning the computer programs a little better  

Evaluation Concern 
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Out of 200+ comments, outside of COVID everything was very positive.  The evaluations were conducted anonymously, names were 

removed from this report, but in some cases the actual names/courses were identified in the original report.  We did receive some 

concerning feedback surrounding the teaching style/manner of one Instructor.  Administration is sharing the comments with each 

instructor and will be addressong the concerning feedback as a part of that.  

A Glimse into the Challenges Our Students Face 
 

As a college, we can’t address every need of every student, but it is important that we consider outside factors that may affect 

performance and retention.  By recognizing these forces, we can create condtions that offer the best chance at equitable success for all 

of our students.  It is often those with that most challenges that could benefit the  most from education and we need to do all possible 

to support achievement. 

Student Comments: 
The grading system is difficult to agree with though. there is a 10% late deduction every week for late assignments which im sure 

okay with people without a difficult home life. But with people with other obligations such as a breastfeeding needy baby and toddler 

it is extremely hard to stay on track especially because one assignment is 20 pages worth of reading and you really need time alone to 

read it had taken me about roughly 8 hours just to read and highlight and comprehend what ive read and then another hour or two for 

the assignment and then on top of that a discussion question. its alot to keep up with and with on top of other courses that students 

take. She also said to email her if i had any problems and i have more than once explained my home situation sense the virus but she 

still was unable to help me in anyway which kind of seems pointless to email her about anything. The grading system also is 

discouraging once you have fallen behind and doesnt make me want to get homework done rather cry because i havent been able to 

keep up with it. makes me want to give up.  

White Earth Tribal and Community College is a Good Experience for Students 
 Finally, it is often said that a picture is worth a thousand words.  Overwhelmingly, the comments from students demonstrated 

a passion for learning, support for their professors and a good experience at WETCC.  This picture was created from the wealth of 

their comments: 
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